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Abstract
The distributed environment has to be dynamic in terms of dynamism, mobility and
adaptability. The distributed environment introduces different challenges and
difficulties such as dynamic load balancing, unstable connection and communication
failure makes bottleneck. The difficulty and challenges is handling by middleware and
certain framework helpful for operating of distributed environment. Mobile agent
technology helps to design maintain and implement distributed system; with the help
of mobile agent technology we can design flexible and adaptive applications.
Particularly mobile agent technology can provide significant advantage for
development of application in distributed context
In networked distributed computing the use of mobile agent is one of the recent
paradigms. Mobile agents are software robots that can automatically migrate from
node to node within network. Mobile agent works intelligently as it can decide where
and when to move from one node to another within network. Here we discuss mobile
agents which describes Introduction, classification, concept and terminology,
Lifecycle, application, characteristics etc.
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Introduction
I. MOBILE AGENT TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT AND TERMINOLOGY:
A mobile agent is an autonomous programme can move through a network
under its own control, migrate from node to node, interacting with other agent and
decides where and when to migrate. Movement often evolved from remote Procedure
Call (RPC) method. Mobile agent is independent of system where it starts its
execution. It can executed at any node and suspend its execution, it can move to
another node and continue its execution. Mobile agents have certain features such as
anatomy, mobility, goal driven temporarily continuous, intelligence cooperation, and
learning reactivity. Because of those features they are well adapted by mobile
computing domain. Mobile agent simplifies developing, testing and implementation
of distributed application. It has ability to hide communication channel and shows
computation logic. They can distribute themselves in whole network. They can act as
client or server as per need depending on their goal. The central principle of today’s
distributed programming is Remote Procedure Call (RPC).The RPC approach which
was convinced in the 1970’s. In RPC, all messages go through the network; each
either requests or acknowledges a procedure’s actions. This approach, however, has
its own limitations. Most notably, all interactions between the client and server must
go through the network as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: mobile agents-based computing paradigm
Another approach that is forming a new paradigm for distributed computing is
one that employs mobile agents. Initially this approach was known as Remote
programming [1]. Mobile agents consume fewer network resources since they move the
computation to the data rather than the data to the computation. Also mobile agents can
package up a conversation and ship it to a destination host, where the interactions can
take place locally, so network traffic is reduced (figure 2).
I.

LIFE CYCLE OF MOBILE AGENT
The life cycle of mobile agent consist of various states as shown in figure:
A. Create: It is initial state of Agent, here event handler initialize and prepare agent
for next instructions.
B. Dispose: In this state event handler should releases the resources the agent is
using.
C. Migrate :it indicates the agent to move toward new location. This signal can
generate by itself while migrating or triggered by another agent.

Figure 3: Life cycle of Mobile agent
D. Arrival :In this state, it generate a signal while agent has successfully arrived to
its new location and then agent started its working.
E. Communication: This state allows the agent to send messages to each other and
perform inter-agent communication.
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LANGUAGE:
A number of open technology such as distributed object Java, extensible
markup language (XML) can be use to implement mobile agents .Java is one if the
popular language for implementing mobile agents. Some features of java i.e.
multiplatform support object, serialization networking support including socket, URL
communication, Remote method invocation (RMI) etc. makes it extremely suitable
for mobile agent technology. Applet can be use to launch and receive mobile agents.
XML document can be use to publish anything on internet. Foundation layer on which
it is build is most popularly accepted. It can be use for encoding of data that any agent
can properly authorize and can easily access and interpret.
A. Java: The JavaSoft is a general-purpose tool for authoring object oriented
portable applications, and has received significant interest in the past year. It is
being adapted to everything from a tool for creating desktop Web content to
full blown office applications, even to an operating system. Mitsubishi Electric
ITA and IBM, among others, are interested in applying it to agents.
B. Java is well suited to mobile agents because of its high degree of portability,
both in the language’s use of interpreted bytecodes at runtime, as well as the
highly portable "Java Virtual Machine" which supports it. As well, Java is
easily integrated into existing software frameworks such as databases and
GUI’s, making it a clear choice as a porting layer.
C. Telescript: Telescript is an object oriented language and runtime environment
from General Magic. It innately has support for mobile agents, by means of an
object interface called "go", which invokes the services of local processes
called Telescript Engines. By invoking "go", the agent is suspended and
resumes execution at its destination with the next instruction. Telescript has
been used to create a messaging system deployed by AT&T PersonaLink,
which is now defunct.
Telescript continues to be today the best example
of a language and framework for creating
mobile agents,
however it is completely proprietary, and no commercial products using it are
available which would allow the creation of useful mobile agents.
D. TCL:TCL, or Tools Control Language, began originally as an academic
research project but has since become a more active project at Sun
Microsystems, especially a variant of TCL called Safe TCL. TCL is basically
a scripting language which codifies API’s available on many systems, such as
Unix shells, GUI’s, and selected interfaces. Safe TCL adds permissions and
security checking. TCL, however, is not object oriented, does not provide for
an agent framework, and is at its base only an interpreter for running TCL
scripts.
E. Obliq: Obliq is an interpreted, object oriented language with support for
mobile computation, much like Mobile Agents. Obliq maintains its lexical
scope, even when a computation is distributed across a network.
F. Python: Python is an object oriented scripting language which some are
experimenting with as a base for authoring agents

II.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOBILE AGENT
Characteristics of mobile agents are given below:
A. Autonomous: They autonomous an agent can initiate itself and decides where
and when to move.

III.
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B. Interactive: Mobile agent should communicate with other agent in same
environment.
C. Mobility: The most important characteristic is mobility, where agent can
migrate in same or different environment.
D. Coordinative: Due to these characteristics data can transfer from one agent to
another in same environment.
E. Proxy: Mobile agents may act on behalf of someone, so they should have
certain degree of autonomy.
F. Ragged: Mobile Agents should have the ability to handle errors whenever
occurred.
G. Proactive: Mobile agent should be goal oriented.
H. Cooperative: Mobile agent should coordinate with each other to achieve a
common goal.
I. Intelligent: Mobile agent should be too smart as they are autonomous they
decides how to act efficiently.
IV.

ADVANTAGE OF MOBILE AGENT:
A. Reduce the network load: Mobile agents consume fewer network resources
since they move the computation to the data rather than the data to the
computation. Also mobile agents can package up a conversation and ship it to
a destination host, where the interactions can take place locally, so network
traffic is reduced
B. They overcome network latency: To reduce network latency is most critical for
real time system as in robots manufacturing process .Agents dispatch from
central controller to certain computer. They control robot locally, preventing
from multiple remote interactions and saving network communication.
C. They execute asynchronously and autonomously: In client server architecture,
client connection must be active until its request is being processed by server.
If connection fails again client has to send request and server will start process
from beginning. Alternatively in mobile agent does not need continuous
connection which is most beneficial for mobile devices, if due to some reason
connection fails then agent become independent of its originating device
.whenever connection re-established then it dispatch its work from previous
state and give result.
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Figure 4 : Mobile agent allows disconnected operation
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D. They adapt dynamically: As they are autonomous they can easily accept
changes for example, If current computer is overloaded, then they could travel
to another host for load balancing.
E. They are robust and fault-tolerant: Mobile agent has ability to react on
unfavorable situations such as If host is shutting down then all agents on the
system are warned and they can dispatch their work and continues their
execution on another host in the network
F. Efficiency saving: Mobile agent executes on only one node at a time then other
nodes do not run an agent until needed. Consumption of CPU is limited.
CONCLUSION
The mobile agent technology is best for communication in distributed
environment. As it uses minimum resources mobile agent leads to communication
saving. Due to various characteristics Mobile agents have certain features such as
anatomy; mobility goal driven temporarily continuous, intelligence, cooperation, and
learning reactivity it become more popular. It increases performance of network.
Mobile agent technology is more effective in area of distributed environment. Use of
mobile agent technology will expand rapidly within few years. In this paper I have
analyzed some concept, lifecycle, advantages & characteristics of mobile agent
technology.
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